Become an UPSTREAM Corporate Sponsor

THIS IS INDISPOSABLE
SINGLE-USE IS ANCIENT HISTORY

There's a better way than throw-away.

UPSTREAM sparks innovative solutions to plastic pollution. But for us, the problem isn't just plastic - it's “single-use” itself. It’s the throw-away culture and economy at the root of plastic pollution and a host of other problems. Any product designed to be used for a matter of minutes and then thrown away is not safe or sustainable.

So we’re building a movement to make “throw-away go away.”

We help entrepreneurs, policymakers, community leaders and non-profits ideate and accelerate the transition from single-use to reuse to co-create the future we want to see.

We're looking for passionate, MISSION-DRIVEN ORGANIZATIONS across the country LIKE YOU to partner with us.

UPSTREAM is visionary, creative, driven, curious and solutions-focused. We truly think we can change the world. We see the value in leveraging and harnessing the best of businesses and corporations, government, nonprofits and communities to build a better future.

We believe a world without waste is possible. And we invite you to co-create it with us.

To learn more about what a customized sponsorship program can mean for your business, contact: julie@upstreamsolutions.org
ALIGN YOUR BUSINESS WITH YOUR VALUES

WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO BE AN UPSTREAM CORPORATE SPONSOR?

Aligning your business with UPSTREAM means:

- You know there’s a better way than throw-away.
- You support solutions to plastic pollution that also put people back to work, save businesses money and protect public health at the same time.
- You recognize that if we accelerate the growth of the reuse movement and the reuse industry, we all win.
- You understand that band-aids won’t work – that we need long term solutions and systems change.
- You know that there is strength in solving our problems collectively – with communities, businesses, NGOs, and the public sector all working together.

We support organizations that identify the root causes of problems and approach issues with a commitment to long-term change.

-Patagonia, UPSTREAM Sponsor

To learn more about what a customized sponsorship program can mean for your business, contact: julie@upstreamsolutions.org